Tightening Quality

Protect your joint integrity

Atlas Copco’s Tightening Quality provides:

- Reduced investigation time
- Reduced rework, warranty and recall costs
- Increased productivity
- Increased tightening quality
Tightening Quality
Solve your tightening issues

No systematic tightening support could lead to:

- Long investigation time and unexpected investments
- Production losses due to joint failure
- High rework, warranty and recall costs
- Damage to brand reputation
Deliverables

- Comprehensive analysis report by tightening experts*
- Proactive solutions to prevent issues before they occur
- Field implementation (optional)

* Atlas Copco standard analysis report or specified by customer
Tightening Quality will reduce time spent on solving tightening issues in case of joint failures, reduce scrap, rework and warranty costs. Giving you an increase in your joint quality, productivity efficiency and increased revenues.

Tightening Quality – Protect your joint integrity